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Malta Named One of the Top Places to Visit in 2017 by German Newspaper
The Malta Tourism Authority is pleased to announce that one of Germany’s biggest newspapers, Welt
am Sonntag, has chosen Malta as one of the top places to visit in 2017. This newspaper listed 12
countries which should be visited throughout 2017, with Malta placing second, just behind
Montenegro.
The article in which the Maltese Islands appeared was published in the Lifestyle & Travel section of the
popular Sunday paper with the title “You have to travel THERE – 12 travel recommendations for 2017”.
Malta is described as an ‘Island of Culture’ and a ‘Stronghold of Civilization’. However, the author goes
on to say that “the island’s cultural heritage is not the only reason why Malta is worth a trip. The
Mediterranean island is ideal for a short break or weekend trip, boasting small yet amazing boutique
hotels and luring an international audience with cool music events.”
Welt am Sonntag is published every Sunday and has a circulation over approximately 550,000, made
up of highly educated and high income frequent travellers.
The exposure received in this prestigious German newspaper is the latest accolade for the Maltese
Islands, following a number of appearances in world renowned publications and online media,
including Lonely Planet, SkyScanner, National Geographic, Bloomberg and Business Insider.
MTA CEO, Mr, Paul Bugeja said that “being named as one of the top places to travel by such a
prestigious newspaper is an important recognition. Germany is already one of our main source markets,
and is showing positive signs following a period of relative stagnation. In fact, between January and
November 2016, there has been as increase in tourist arrivals of 10.8%, when compared to the same
period in 2015.” Mr. Bugeja concluded by thanking MTA’s office in Germany for their hard work in
promoting Malta in this important market, as well as all those based locally who support them in their
efforts.
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